
Pacific Northwest Authors for Teens (compiled by KCLS) 
 

 Sherman Alexie: 
Alexie lives in Shoreline and is a Spokane/Couer d'Alene Indian who grew up on the Spokane Indian 
Reservation. He writes poetry, short stories, novels and screenplays for older teens and adults that stir 
deep emotions.  “The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian” tells the somewhat 
autobiographical tale of Jr. who decides to attend the white school off the rez and is now considered an 
outsider by both groups. 

 Terry Brooks: 
This Seattle author writes fantasy adventure and Star Wars novels for teens and adults. “Running with 
the Demon:” The future of humanity depends upon John Ross, a man haunted by his dreams and Nest 
Freemark, a gifted young girl. 

 Beverly Cleary: 
Cleary grew up in Oregon, went to college and worked as a librarian in the Pacific Northwest before 
becoming one of the most beloved children's authors of our time.  She currently resides in California. 
“Dear Mr. Henshaw” is a series of letters written by 10-year old Leigh to his favorite author.  In them, 
Leigh revels personal problems that are troubling him. 

 Linda Crew: 
Corvallis, Oregon author Crew uses Oregon and its history as the setting in her stories for teens. 
“Children of the River:” Sundara is torn between strong cultural ties to her native Cambodia and her 
desire to be a normal teenager in her new home in Oregon. 

 Chris Crutcher: 
Crutcher lives in Spokane and writes novels that speak to the sometimes troubled lives of teens. 
“Whale Talk:” T.J. Wants to aggravate the jocks and the best way he knows how is to become one of 
them. 

 Terry Davis: 
Davis writes novels about teens living in his hometown of Spokane. “Vision Quest:” High school 
wrestler Louden Swain prepares for a match that requires he drop two weight classes to fight an 
unbeaten opponent. 

 Carl Deuker: 
Seattle resident Deuker is a teacher and writer of award-winning sports fiction for teens. “On the 
Devil's Court:” Joe Faust would sell his soul for a good season on the basketball court. 

 Susan Fletcher: 
Fletcher lives in Oregon and writes fantasy for younger teens. “Shadow Spinner:” Young Marjan must 
help Sharazad find more stories to tell, for they keep the Sultan from killing Sharazad each night. 

 Nina Hoffman: 
Hoffman writes surreal fantasy stories about outsiders for teens and adults.  She lives in Oregon. “A 
Fistful of Sky:” Gypsum struggles with being the only non-magical sibling in her family. 

 Peg Kehret: 
Kehret primarily writes exciting fiction for younger teens. She lives in the Puget Sound area. “Small 
Steps: the Year I Got Polio” is the true story of the year Peg Kehret battled paralysis at the age of 
thirteen. 

 Gary Larson: 
This Seattle cartoonist and satirist is most famous for his comic strip for all ages, The Far Side. 
“There's a Hair in my Dirt!” is a worm's lament over his dinner of dirt that leads to a story where 
Nature's hard truths are revealed. 

 Ursula K. LeGuin: 
Portland, Oregon resident LeGuin writes award-winning science fiction and fantasy for teens and 
adults. “A Wizard of Earthsea:” While studying wizardry, rebellious Sparrowhawk summons an evil 



spirit on a dare and must pursue it in a dangerous chase across all the islands of his world. 
 Lensey Namioka: 

Bellevue author Namioka writes fiction for teens based on both her own Japanese heritage and her 
husband's Chinese heritage. “Ties that Bind, Ties that Break:” Ailin's success in defying the Chinese 
tradition of having her feet bound leads to both opportunities and consequences. 

 Jean Davies Okimoto: 
Seattle author Okimoto draws on her training as a psycho-therapist to write fiction about teens and their 
family relationships. “Talent Night:” Seventeen year old Rodney, who whats to become a famous 
Japanese American rap musician, tries out for the school talent show. 

 David Patneaude: 
Mystery/adventure writer Patneaude wants to both entertain and send a strong message to younger 
teens. He lives in Woodinville. “Someone Was Watching:” 8th grader Chris wonders if his missing 
baby sister drowned in the nearby river, or if something totally different happened to her. 

 Randall Beth Platt: 
Gig Harbor author Platt finds inspiration for her stories for teens and adults from her native Northwest. 
“The Likes of Me:” Cordelia, a half-white/half-Chinese albino, joins the carnival in Seattle's Luna Park 
as a fortune-teller in 1918. 

 Randy Powell: 
Powell lives in Seattle and writes books for teens with great titles like The Whistling Toilets and Is 
Kissing a Girl Who Smokes Like Licking an Ashtray? “Tribute to Another Dead Rock Star:” 15-year-
old Grady reluctantly returns to Seattle to speak at a concert tribute to his dead mother, a grunge-rock 
star who chose her career over her kids. 

 Cynthia Rylant: 
Rylant is a critically acclaimed author of books for children and teens. She makes her home on an 
island in the Puget Sound. “I Had Seen Castles” John, now an old man, laments his decision to enlist in 
World War II, a decision that cost him his innocence and the love of his life. 

 Graham Salisbury: 
Salisbury writes coming-of-age books set in his native Hawaii for younger teens. He now lives in 
Portland, Oregon. “Under the Blood-Red Sun:” 8th grader Tomikazu Nakaji's life with his Japanese 
family in Hawaii changes drastically after the bombing of Pearl Harbor in December 1941. 

 Roland Smith: 
Smith is a research biologist with a long history of working with wild animals. He writes adventure 
stories for younger teens and lives in Wilsonville, Oregon. “Sasquatch:” 13-year-old Dylan tries to 
keep his father out of trouble when they head to the slopes of Mt. St. Helens in search of the Sasquatch. 

 Neal Stephenson: 
Seattle-area writer Stephenson has quickly won himself an enthusiastic following for his science fiction 
and historical fiction for older teens and adults. “Snow Crash:” Hiro Protagonist is just your average 
samurai hacker who delivers pizza for a Mafia boss. When someone begins spreading a computer virus 
that starts to hurt humans in the virtual reality of the Metaverse, Hiro has to take action. 


